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RULES 
 

 Athletes play in 5 (5) year age increments and gender. 

 Athletes must register at registration table upon arriving at competition. 

Start of match: 

1. First player announced will elect to serve or side of court. 

2. Second player can then exercise the remaining choice. 

 Scoring-matches consist of the best of 3 games. 

1. Men/women ages 50-69-first player to score 13 wins the game. 

2. Men/women ages 70 and up-first player to score 11 wins the game. 

 The player winning the game serves first in the next game. 

 Only the serving side can add a point to its score. 

 Players change sides at the end of each game. 

  



Serving: 

 

1. Play begins in the right side of the court. Player 1 serves from the right 

side to the right side of the court over the net. Right service court is 

played when score is even number. Left service court is played when 

score is an odd number. 

2. Play continues till a miss/fault is made or shuttle ceases to be in play. 

3. You score a point and serve again from the opposite side when your 

opponent faults or forces the shuttle to cease in play. YOU CAN ONLY 

SCORE WHEN YOU ARE THE SERVER. 

4. If the server faults or ceases play the shuttle moves to the opponent to 

serve. 

 Faults-the shuttle passes under the net/lands outside the boundary lines/ if the 

shuttle lodges in the net/touches the ceiling/or other fixed object/touches the 

person/ is hit twice by the same player/if a player enters the opposing players 

surface/racket breaks the plane of the net when hitting the shuttle or fails to 

cross over the net. 

 Let-let can be called by the scorekeeper or player to halt play. Lets’ can be 

called by a player if the player is not ready to play/if a random object or player 

enters the playing surface/shuttle falls apart or if the shuttle tips the top of the 

net and falls into the playing surface. 

 Let serve is returned to the player that generated the serve to serve again. 
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